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DRAM ARRAY INTERCHANGEABLE BETWEEN 
SINGLE-CELLAND TWIN-CELL ARRAY 

OPERATION 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. This invention relates to the field of integrated 
circuit (IC) design. Specifically, it relates to a dynamic 
random access memory (DRAM) array interchangeable 
between Single-cell and twin-cell array operation. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 Each memory cell in a dual-port static random 
access memory (SRAM) chip is a buffer or flip-flop, and 
data is retained as long as power is maintained to the chip. 
SRAMs are realized with a bipolar technology, such as TTL, 
ECL, or I-L or with MOS technology, such as NMOS or 
CMOS. Bipolar SRAMs are relatively fast, having access 
times of 10 to 100 nsec. Power dissipation is also high, 
typically, 0.1 to 1.0 mW/bit. By contrast, MOS RAM access 
time is typically 100 nsec and power dissipation is 25 
law/bit. The combination of high circuit density, low power 
dissipation, and reasonable access time has led to the domi 
nance of MOS technology in the manufacture of RAM. 
Hence, dual-port SRAMs having high-speed buffers are 
widely used in devices and equipment necessitating high 
Speed and high performance, Such as microprocessors, com 
munication networks, facsimile machines, modems, etc. 
0003. Since the memory cells of SRAMs take up a 
relatively large Surface area on a single integrated (IC) chip, 
IC design engineers, in an effort to increase the number of 
memory cells on the IC chip, i.e., high density, and make the 
chip Smaller, have focused on improving dynamic RAM 
(DRAM) chips to make them suitable for high-speed, high 
performance devices and equipment. Currently, the ultimate 
in achieving high-density and compactness, is a DRAM chip 
capable of Storing data in the Single-cell array format where 
each memory cell uses a capacitor to Store a charge and one 
transistor to gate it to Sense amplifier circuits. 
0004 Nonetheless, the single-cell storage configuration 
does not have a low-operating Voltage, does not consume 
low-power, does not retain data for long periods of time, and 
is not Suitable for high-speed, high-performance applica 
tions, as compared to a DRAM chip capable of Storing data 
in the twin-cell array format. Accordingly, it is envisioned to 
provide a DRAM array capable of storing data in both the 
single-cell and twin-cell array format, where the DRAM 
array is interchangeable between Single-cell and twin-cell 
array operation. 

SUMMARY 

0005. An aspect of the present invention is to provide a 
DRAM array capable of storing data in both the single-cell 
and twin-cell array format, where the DRAM array is 
interchangeable between Single-cell and twin-cell array 
operation. 

0006 Another aspect of the present invention is to pro 
vide a DRAM array capable of storing data in both the 
Single-cell and twin-cell array format, where the operating 
voltage of the DRAM array is reduced when the data is 
Stored in the twin-cell array format. 
0007 Further, another aspect of the present invention is 
to provide a DRAM array capable of storing data in both the 
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Single-cell and twin-cell array format, where the refresh 
period of the DRAM array is extended when the DRAM 
array is operated as a twin-cell array, as compared to when 
the DRAM array is operated as a single-cell array. 

0008 Further still, another aspect of the present invention 
is to provide a DRAM array capable of storing data in both 
the Single-cell and twin-cell array format, where data can be 
converted from the Single-cell array format to the twin-cell 
array format, and Vice versa. 
0009 Further, another aspect of the present invention is 
to provide a DRAM memory system having at least two 
arrays, where one array Stores data in the Single-cell array 
format and the other array Stores data in the twin-cell array 
format, and where data Stored in one array in the Single-cell 
array format can be converted to the twin-cell array format 
and Stored in the other array, and Vice versa. 
0010 Finally, another aspect of the present invention is to 
provide a DRAM array capable of storing data in both the 
Single-cell and twin-cell array format, where, during one 
operating mode, e.g., an active mode, the DRAM array is 
operated as a Single-cell array, while, during another oper 
ating mode, e.g., a low-power mode, the DRAM array is 
operated as a twin-cell array. 

0011. Accordingly, in an embodiment of the present 
invention, a DRAM array is provided capable of being 
interchanged between Single-cell and twin-cell array opera 
tion for Storing data in the Single-cell or the twin-cell array 
format, respectively. Preferably, the DRAM array is oper 
ated in the Single-cell array format during one operating 
mode and the DRAM array is operated in the twin-cell array 
format during another operating mode. Switching circuitry 
is included for interchanging between Single-cell and twin 
cell array operation, and Vice versa. 
0012 Methods are also provided for converting data 
stored within the DRAM array from the single-cell to the 
twin-cell array format, and Vice versa. A method for con 
Verting data from a Single-cell array format to a twin-cell 
array format comprises the Steps of activating a first word 
line traversing a data array, reading data Stored within a first 
group of cells of the data array which are coupled to the first 
Wordline to a first Set of Sense amplifiers, transferring data 
coupled to an even number of the first Set of Sense amplifiers 
to a Second set of Sense amplifiers, activating a Second 
Wordline traversing the data array to write the data from the 
Second Set of Sense amplifiers into a Second group of cells of 
the data array; transferring data coupled to an odd number of 
the first Set of Sense amplifiers to the Second Set of Sense 
amplifiers, and activating a third wordline traversing the 
data array to write the data from the Second Set of Sense 
amplifiers into a third group of cells of the data array. 

0013 A method for converting data from a twin-cell 
array format to a single-cell array format comprises the Steps 
of activating a first Wordline traversing a data array; reading 
data Stored within a first group of cells of the data array 
which are coupled to the first wordline to a first set of sense 
amplifiers, transferring data from the first Set of Sense 
amplifiers to an odd number of Sense amplifiers of a Second 
Set of Sense amplifiers, activating a Second Wordline travers 
ing the data array; reading data Stored within a Second group 
of cells of the data array which are coupled to the Second 
Wordline to the first Set of Sense amplifiers, transferring data 
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from the first set of sense amplifiers to an even number of 
Sense amplifiers of the Second Set of Sense amplifiers, 
activating a third Wordline traversing the data array; and 
transferring data from the Second set of Sense amplifiers into 
a third group of cells of the data array coupled to the third 
wordline. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

0.014 FIG. 1 is a diagram of a DRAM array capable of 
Storing data in both the Single-cell and twin-cell array format 
according to the present invention; 
0015 FIG. 2A is a diagram of a DRAM array system 
having two DRAM arrays, where one DRAM array can store 
data in either the Single-cell or twin-cell array format and the 
other DRAM array can only store data in the single-cell 
array format; 
0016 FIG. 2B is a diagram of a DRAM array system 
having two DRAM arrays, where one DRAM array can only 
Store data in the Single-cell array format and the other 
DRAM array can only store data in the twin-cell array 
format, 
0017 FIG. 2C is a diagram of a DRAM array system 
having two DRAM arrays, where one DRAM array can only 
Store data in the Single-cell array format and the other 
DRAM array can only store data in the twin-cell array 
format, and data can be converted from one format to 
another and transferred between the two DRAM arrays; and 
0018 FIG. 3 is a diagram of a DRAM array having two 
arrays share one Sense amplifier and user-Selectable lines for 
interchanging between Single-cell and twin-cell array opera 
tion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0019. The present invention provides a DRAM array 
capable of being interchanged between Single-cell and twin 
cell array operation for Storing data in the Single-cell or the 
twin-cell array format, respectively. Preferably, the DRAM 
array is operated in the Single-cell array format during one 
operating mode and the DRAM array is operated in the 
twin-cell array format during another operating mode. Meth 
ods are also provided for converting data Stored within the 
DRAM array from the single-cell to the twin-cell array 
format, and Vice versa. 
0020. With reference to FIG. 1, there is shown a DRAM 
array capable of Storing data in both the Single-cell and 
twin-cell array format, where the DRAM array is inter 
changeable between Single-cell and twin-cell array opera 
tion, according to the principles of the present invention. The 
DRAM array is shown as being within the dotted box and is 
designated generally by reference numeral 100. The DRAM 
array 100 includes a plurality of wordlines (WLS) and 
bitlines (BLS) and is similar to the conventional folded 
bit-line array, which is well known in the art. It is, however, 
contemplated that other conventional array configurations 
may be utilized, Such as the open bit-line array. 
0021. The DRAM array 100 is part of a DRAM array 
system designated generally by reference numeral 150. The 
DRAM array system 150 includes Switching circuitry hav 
ing two groups of nMOS devices. For each group of four 
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bitlines, e.g., bitlines BL1-BL4, a top switch module 102 
and a bottom Switch module 104 are provided. The top 
Switch module 102 includes four switching devices, T1, T2, 
T3 and T4. Similarly, the bottom Switch module 104 
includes another four switching devices, B1, B2, B3 and B4. 
Preferably, the Switching devices are nMOS switching 
devices. 

0022. The purpose of the Switching devices is to read (or 
write) data from (or to) the DRAM array 100 during 
Single-cell or twin-cell array operation. These Switching 
devices can also be used to convert data from the Single-cell 
array format into the twin-cell array format, and Vice versa, 
as further described below. The DRAM array system further 
includes upper Sense amplifierS 106 and lower Sense ampli 
fiers 108 connected to the bitlines and to data lines (not 
shown) coupled to multiplexers (not shown), as known in 
the art for DRAM array systems. 

I. Single-Cell Array Operation 
0023) If the DRAM array 100 is operated as a single-cell 
array, the top switch modules 102 are shut off and only the 
bottom Switch modules 104 are used. The Switching devices 
B1, B2, B3 and B4 of the bottom Switch modules 104 are 
arranged in odd and even pairs. All the odd pairs are 
Switched by a SWC control line and all the even pairs are 
Switched by a SWD control line. For a read or write 
operation, both the SWC and SWD control lines are “turned 
on' by providing a logic high Voltage level to these lines, 
and hence, all the bitlines are coupled to lower Sense 
amplifiers 108. At this moment, the DRAM array 100 and 
the lower sense amplifiers 108 are operated similarly to the 
conventional folded-bitline DRAM array system. 

II. Twin-Cell Array Operation 
0024. If the DRAM array 100 is operated as a twin-cell 
array, all the bottom Switch modules 104 are shut off, and 
only the top switch modules 102 are used. The Switching 
devices T1, T2, T3 and T4 of the top switch modules 102 are 
arranged in odd and even pairs. All the even pairs are 
Switched by a SWA control line and all the odd pairs are 
Switched by a SWB control line. For a write operation, two 
cells are required. For example, when the wordline WL-0 is 
activated to write data into the two cells, the SWA control 
line is “turned off by providing a logic low voltage level 
and the SWB control line is “turned on by providing a logic 
high Voltage level. Complimentary data from data lines is 
then fed through upper sense amplifiers 106 to all the cells 
that are tied to the odd bitlines. Each of the two cells are 
stored with two polarities of a single bit. As a further 
example, when writing data into the cells that are coupled to 
the second wordline, the SWB control line is “turned off 
and the SWA control line is “turned on'. 

0025 To read data during twin-cell array operation, the 
Same procedures are followed as above with respect to 
performing a write operation during twin-cell array opera 
tion, but in a reverse direction. That is, for the read opera 
tion, two cells are required, but when the wordline WL-0 is 
activated to read data from the two cells, the SWB control 
line is “turned on' and the SWA control line is “turned off. 

III. Data Conversion From Single-Cell to Twin-Cell 
Array Format 

0026. A procedure will now be described for converting 
data stored within the DRAM array 100 in the single-cell 
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array format to the twin-cell array format. For example, the 
following procedure is used to convert data Stored in the 
Single-cell array format within Single-cells coupled to the 
wordline WL-0 to the twin-cell array format, i.e., within 
twin-cells coupled to the wordlines WL-1 and WL-2. 
0.027 First, data stored in the single-cells coupled to the 
wordline WL-0 is read and latched into the lower sense 
amplifiers 108 by turning control lines SWC and SWD on 
and turning control lines SWA and SWB off; the data from 
the cells of the wordline WL-0 are stored in the lower sense 
amplifiers 108. Second, control line SWC is kept turned on, 
control line SWB is turned on and control line SWD is 
turned off while wordline WL-1 is activated to write the odd 
data from the odd number lower sense amplifiers 108 into 
upper Sense amplifierS 106 and then into cells coupled to 
wordline WL-1 in the twin-cell array format. Third, control 
lines SWB and SWC are then turned off and control lines 
SWA and SWD are turned on while wordline WL-2 is 
activated to write data from the even number lower Sense 
amplifiers 108 into cells coupled to upper sense amplifiers 
106 and to wordline WL-2 in the twin-cell array format. It 
is noted that the data must be written to upper Sense 
amplifiers 106 first, and then to the cells coupled to the 
targeted wordline. 
0028. One particular time that the single-cell to twin-cell 
conversion procedure described above is performed is just 
prior to or simultaneously while the DRAM array system 
150 Switches to an active mode. That is, prior to or simul 
taneously while the system 150 is Switching to an active 
mode, data stored in the DRAM array 100 in the twin-cell 
array format is converted to the Single-cell array format to 
increase the density of the system 150 during the active 
mode. 

IV. Data Conversion From Twin-Cell to Single-Cell 
Array Format 

0029. A procedure will now be described for converting 
data stored within the DRAM array 100 in the twin-cell 
array format to the Single-cell array format. For example, the 
following procedure is used to convert data Stored in the 
twin-cell array format within the twin-cells coupled to the 
wordlines WL-1 and WL-2 to the single-cell array format, 
i.e., within single-cells coupled to the wordline WL-0. 
0030 First, data stored in the twin-cells coupled to the 
wordlines WL-1 are read and first latched to upper sense 
amplifiers 106, then latched to the odd number of the lower 
sense amplifiers 108 by turning control lines SWA and SWC 
on while wordline WL-1 is activated. Second, data stored in 
the twin cells coupled to wordline WL-2 are read and first 
latched to upper sense amplifiers 106, then latched to the 
even number of the lower sense amplifiers 108 by turning 
control lines SWA and SWD on and turning control lines 
SWB and SWC off while wordline WL-2 is activated. Third, 
control line SWC is turned on, control line SWD is kept 
turned on, and control lines SWA and SVVB are off while 
wordline WL-0 is activated to write data that is latched in the 
lower sense amplifiers 108 to single-cells coupled to the 
wordline WL-0. 

0.031 One particular time that the twin-cell to single-cell 
conversion procedure described above is performed is just 
prior to or simultaneously while the DRAM array system 
150 switches to a low-power mode. That is, prior to or 
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simultaneously while the system 150 is switching to a 
low-power mode, data stored in the DRAM array 100 in the 
Single-cell array format is converted to the twin-cell array 
format. Accordingly, while the system 150 is in the low 
power mode, data can be refreshed with very low-power, as 
is generally the case with data stored within DRAM arrays 
in the single-cell array format. When the DRAM array 100 
is operated in the twin-cell array format, the true and 
complimentary data double the Signal margin, thereby 
requiring high-power to refresh the data, as compared to 
when the DRAM array 100 is operated in the single-cell 
array format. 

V. DRAM Array Systems Having Single-Cell and 
Twin-Cell Array Configurations 

0032. With reference to FIGS. 2A-2C, there are shown 
three exemplary DRAM array Systems having Single-cell 
and twin-cell array configurations. FIG. 2A is a diagram of 
a DRAM array System designated generally by reference 
numeral 200 having two DRAM arrays, where one DRAM 
array 202 can Store data in either the Single-cell or twin-cell 
array format, while another DRAM array 204 can only store 
data in the single-cell array format. The DRAM array system 
200 also includes data lines 206 and sense amplifiers 208, as 
known in the art, located at the top and bottom of the DRAM 
array 202 and at the bottom of DRAM array 204. 
0033 FIG. 2B is a diagram of a DRAM array system 
designated generally by reference numeral 220 having two 
DRAM arrays, where one DRAM array 222 can be used to 
Store data in the twin-cell array format, while another 
DRAM array 224 can be used to store data in the single-cell 
array format. The DRAM array system 220 also includes 
data lines 226, sense amplifiers 228 and multiplexers 230 
controlled by a signal SW, as known in the art, located at the 
bottom of the DRAM arrays 222, 224. 
0034 FIG. 2C is a diagram of a DRAM array system 
designated generally by reference numeral 240 having two 
DRAM arrays, where one DRAM array 242 can only store 
data in the twin-cell array format and the other DRAM array 
244 can only Store data in the Single-cell array format. The 
DRAM array system 240 also includes data lines 246, sense 
amplifiers 248 and multiplexers 250 controlled by signals 
SW1, SW2, as known in the art, located at the top and 
bottom of the DRAM arrays 242, 244. Hence, unlike the 
DRAM array system of FIG.2B, in the DRAM array system 
240, which is similar to the DRAM array system 150, data 
can be converted from either array format, according to the 
conversion procedures described above for the DRAM array 
system 150, and transferred between the two DRAM arrays 
242, 244. 

0035). With reference to FIG.3, the present invention also 
provides a DRAM array System designated generally by 
reference numeral 300 where the user and/or an application 
can configure a left DRAM array 302 and/or a right DRAM 
array 304 for single-cell or twin-cell array operation by 
turning on and off Single-cell and twin-cell Selection lines 
306 coupled to switching devices 307 appropriately placed 
within the DRAM arrays 302, 304. Each of the DRAM 
arrays 302,304 includes three single-cell selection lines, i.e., 
S odd, S even and S Single, and two twin-cell Selection 
lines, i.e., TWINODD and TWIN EVEN, to couple alter 
nating bitlines to an active Sense amplifier of a multiplexed 
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sense amplifier bank 308 located between the left DRAM 
array 302 and the right DRAM array 304. 
0036) During twin-cell array operation, when the odd 
Wordlines are active, data is Sensed by a first group of 
alternating Sense amplifiers of the multiplexed Sense ampli 
fier bank 308, and when the even wordlines are active, data 
is Sensed by a Second Set of alternating Sense amplifiers of 
the multiplexed sense amplifier bank 308. For example, for 
odd twin-cell array operation, the S odd and TWINODD 
Selection lines are turned on and the Seven, S. Single and 
TWIN EVEN selection lines are turned off. For even twin 
cell array operation, the S even and the TWIN EVEN 
Selection lines are turned on and the S odd, S Single and 
TWINODD selection lines are turned off. 
0037. During single-cell array operation, data is sensed 
by all the Sense amplifiers of the multiplexed Sense amplifier 
bank 308. That is, for single-cell array operation, the S odd, 
Seven and S single Selection lines are turned on and the 
TWINODD and TWIN EVEN selection lines are turned 
off. 

0.038. In conclusion, the present invention provides a 
DRAM array system having a DRAM array capable of 
Storing data in either the Single-cell or twin-cell array 
format, thereby making the DRAM array suitable for high 
density and low-power applications. The only additional 
hardware required to implement the DRAM array system of 
the present invention is the Switch modules and the Switch 
control circuits for turning the Switches on and off Hence, 
the area overhead is minimal. It is contemplated that a 
directory register be implemented to operate in conjunction 
with the DRAM array to record the Status, e.g., Single-cell or 
twin-cell, for each wordline of the DRAM array. Further, an 
algorithm or hardware can be implemented to perform 
automatic data conversion from the Single-cell to the twin 
cell array format, and Vice versa. 
0039 What has been described herein is merely illustra 
tive of the application of the principles of the present 
invention. For example, the functions described above and 
implemented as the best mode for operating the present 
invention are for illustration purposes only. As a particular 
example, for instance, other design configurations may be 
used for the Single-cell and twin-cell array configurations 
which provide Similar operation as the array configurations 
described above. Other arrangements and methods may be 
implemented by those skilled in the art without departing 
from the Scope and Spirit of this invention. 

We claim: 
1. A memory System comprising a plurality of dynamic 

random access memory (DRAM) cells arranged in an array 
and means for Switching each of said plurality of DRAM 
cells between Single-cell and twin-cell array operation. 

2. The memory System according to claim 1, wherein Said 
Switching means includes at least two Switching modules for 
each group of four bitlines traversing Said array. 

3. The memory System according to claim 2, wherein each 
of Said at least two Switching modules includes four Switch 
ing devices, wherein each of Said four Switching devices is 
coupled to a respective bitline and Sense amplifier. 

4. The memory System according to claim 2, wherein Said 
Switching means further includes at least four control lines 
for controlling Said at least two Switching modules for 
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Switching each of said plurality of DRAM cells between said 
Single-cell and Said twin-cell array operation. 

5. The memory System according to claim 1, wherein in 
Said Single-cell array operation data is Stored within Said 
array in a single-cell array format and in Said twin-cell array 
operation data is Stored within Said array in a twin-cell array 
format. 

6. The memory System according to claim 1, further 
including means for controlling Said Switching means for 
Switching at least one of said plurality of DRAM cells 
between Said Single-cell and Said twin-cell array operation. 

7. The memory system according to claim 5, further 
including means for converting data Stored within Said array 
in Said Single-cell array format to data Stored within Said 
array in Said twin-cell array format, and Vice versa. 

8. A memory System comprising a plurality of dynamic 
random access memory (DRAM) cells arranged in a first 
array, a plurality of DRAM cells arranged in a Second array, 
and means for Switching each of said plurality DRAM cells 
in Said first array between Single-cell and twin-cell array 
operation. 

9. The memory System according to claim 8, wherein Said 
plurality of DRAM cells arranged in Said Second array are 
configured for Storing data in a single-cell array format. 

10. The memory system according to claim 8, wherein 
Said plurality of DRAM cells arranged in Said Second array 
are configured for Storing data in a twin-cell array format. 

11. The memory System according to claim 8, further 
comprising means for Switching each of Said plurality of 
DRAM cells arranged in said second array between single 
cell and twin-cell array operation. 

12. The memory System according to claim 8, further 
including means for converting data Stored within Said first 
array in a Single-cell array format to data Stored within Said 
first array in a twin-cell array format, and Vice versa. 

13. A memory System comprising a plurality of dynamic 
random access memory (DRAM) cells for Storing data in a 
Single-cell array format, a plurality of DRAM cells arranged 
in a Second array for Storing data in a twin-cell array format, 
and means for converting data Stored within Said first array 
in Said Single-cell array format to data Stored within Said 
Second array in Said twin-cell array format, and Vice versa. 

14. A method for processing data in a memory System 
comprising a plurality of dynamic random acceSS memory 
(DRAM) cells arranged in an array, said method comprising 
the Steps of: 

Storing data within Said array in a single-cell array format 
during a first operating mode of Said memory System; 

Storing data within Said array in a twin-cell array format 
during a Second operating mode of Said memory Sys 
tem; and 

converting data from Said Single-cell array format to Said 
twin-cell array format when Said memory System is 
Switched from Said first operating mode to Said Second 
operating mode, and Vice versa. 

15. The method according to claim 14, further comprising 
the Step of Storing data within another array in a single-cell 
array format, wherein Said arrays share a set of data lines. 

16. A method for processing data in a memory System 
comprising a plurality of dynamic random acceSS memory 
(DRAM) cells arranged in a first array and a plurality of 
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DRAM cells arranged in a Second array, Said method com 
prising the Steps of 

Storing data within Said first array in a twin-cell array 
format, 

Storing data within Said Second array in a single-cell array 
format, and 

converting data within Said first array in Said twin-cell 
array format to Said Single-cell array format or con 
Verting data within Said Second array in Said Single-cell 
array format to Said twin-cell array format. 

17. The method according to claim 16, further comprising 
the Step of Storing data converted from Said twin-cell array 
format to Said Single-cell array format within Said Second 
array or Storing data converted from Said Single-cell array 
format to Said twin-cell array format within Said first array. 

18. A method for converting data from a Single-cell array 
format to a twin-cell array format, Said method comprising 
the Steps of: 

activating a first Wordline traversing a data array; 
reading data Stored within a first group of cells of the data 

array which are coupled to the first wordline to a first 
Set of Sense amplifiers, 

transferring data coupled to an even number of the first Set 
of Sense amplifiers to a Second Set of Sense amplifiers, 

activating a Second Wordline traversing the data array to 
write the data from the Second Set of Sense amplifiers 
into a second group of cells of the data array; 

transferring data coupled to an odd number of the first Set 
of Sense amplifiers to the Second set of Sense amplifiers, 
and 
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activating a third Wordline traversing the data array to 
write the data from the Second Set of Sense amplifiers 
into a third group of cells of the data array. 

19. A method for converting data from a twin-cell array 
format to a single-cell array format, Said method comprising 
the Steps of: 

activating a first Wordline traversing a data array; 

reading data Stored within a first group of cells of the data 
array which are coupled to the first wordline to a first 
Set of Sense amplifiers, 

transferring data from the first Set of Sense amplifiers to an 
odd number of Sense amplifiers of a Second Set of Sense 
amplifiers, 

activating a Second Wordline traversing the data array; 

reading data Stored within a Second group of cells of the 
data array which are coupled to the Second Wordline to 
the first Set of Sense amplifiers, 

transferring data from the first Set of Sense amplifiers to an 
even number of Sense amplifiers of the Second Set of 
Sense amplifiers, 

activating a third Wordline traversing the data array; and 

transferring data from the Second Set of Sense amplifiers 
into a third group of cells of the data array coupled to 
the third wordline. 


